WELCOME TO VIZEBH FMCG
Vizebh FMCG is committed to delivering premium quality consumer products and other
utilitarian supplements that enable enriched lifestyle and comprehensive
development. Vizebh FMCG is a fertile and prosperous off-shoot from the glorious
legacy of Vizebh Group.

ABOUT US
Vizebh Agri Sciences Pvt. Ltd. was brought to life with the name "VIZEE"
conceptualized in 2010. Vizee is a robust network of diversified and trusted Vizebh
Group. We stand tall and proud on surpassing all the global standard of dairy
products, nutrition supplements and quality FMCG goods across the entire brand
journey. Owning a fully automated dairy processing plant with the potential of
processing 1 Lac Litres of cow milk per day at Karjan, Gujarat, India, is just one
of the many fundamentals, Vizee is built on.
Vizee has been carefully nurtured and flourished to build a sustainable prosperity
model in order to emerge as a market leader in near future.
Being customer-friendly and quality-critical manufacturing brand, Vizee is all set
to take up all challenges and surface as an uncontested winner in the realm of
premium quality manufacturing brands.

VISION
To establish healthy and mutually prospering products and services through
inspiring innovations and premium quality standards

MISSION
To create an elaborate and enhanced brand presence across India and abroad, through
satisfied consumer expectations, unparalleled research and comprehensive
development

QUALITY & SAFETY
Keeping quality as not just a superficial concern or casual protocol, but as,
critical-to-survival element; Vizee is deeply invested in enabling highest quality
standards and furnishing most advanced process executions for flawlessly precise
premium grade products. Considering aspects such as cleanliness, timeliness,
punctuality, efficiency and implementation at the prime-focus, Vizee has been
empowered to provide consistent customer satisfaction, while also surpassing all
the international quality and hygiene parameters.
Our advanced machinery process and automated equipment ensure mitigated humanexposure and enhance the intact quality standards of the products, all the way from
manufacturing, packaging, right up to final delivery.
Believing in the humanitarian approach of “people maketh company”, Vizee also pays
due importance to safety guidelines and industrial parameters. Ensuring intact
implementation and regular monitoring, Vizee Management always maintains a safe and
secure work-climate for its employees to work and grow in. Vizee facilities have
been strategically erected with elevated emphasis on safety concerns and emergency

parameters. We also furnish regular training sessions and induction programs to
keep the enthusiasm for safety and its implementation, live and boosted.

INQUIRY
If you have any business possibilities to share, please feel welcome to have a word
with our dedicated customer service team. Our trained and experienced staff shall
be happy to help you out with anything you need within 48 business hours.
(Add Inquiry Form)

CONTACT
If you have any doubts, complaints or feedback to share, please feel welcome to
have a word with our dedicated customer service team. We shall get back to you
within 48 business hours.
(Add Contact Details and Contact Form)

PRODUCTS
COOKIES
VIZEE has an assorted collection of Classic cookies. VIZEE cookies are special as
we make with all whole grain flours and not from Maida. The soft, crisp and
tempting baked Vizee Cookies are loved by one and all.

HONEY
Undeniably the top health food recognized for its benefits around the world. Vizee
Honey is sourced and packed in its purest form. It has an amazing aroma and
delightful taste that'll leave you asking for more.

PLUM PRESERVE
Our authentic plum preserve is all about plum, sugar, spice and everything nice.
Let the irresistible aroma of this amazing preserve linger in your mouth and leave
you craving.


Kiwi Preserve with Star Anise

A perfect concoction of exotic flavours of star anise and kiwi, this preserve is
one of the finest you'll ever taste. A spoonful spread over a toast, or paratha
will turn your meal magical.


Green Apple and Ginger Chutney

Made using the traditional recipe with finest quality green apples this product is
perfect for the lovers of sweet and spicy food. Add this to your daily meal and
experience the flavours work their magic.

GHEE DIVET
Vizee Diya Divet prepared in pure ghee for lighting lamps is a blissful experience
at puja, festivals and other holy occasions round the year.

COFFEE
Vizee coffee is made for pure aromatic indulgence. Smooth, rich and pure blend of
Vizee Coffee will kick start your day in the most amazing way.

KESAR
Known as the king of spices, Kesar turns any dish into an aromatic delight. The
most authentic kesar can work its magic beyond words even if used in very less
quantity.

GANGA-JAL
Our holy Ganga water is packed at source in its purest form. Use it in your daily
puja for a divine experience.

